
How to search for cheap flights 
 
Regardless of where you want to travel, the AFF Flight Finder is a great place to start 
searching! The flight search tool, which is powered by Skyscanner, allows you to search for 
the cheapest flights on any airline route in the world. AFF Flight Finder is designed 
especially for frequent flyers as it makes it possible not only to search for the cheapest 
flights, but also the flights that will earn you frequent flyer points through the “search by 
alliance” feature. 
 
Features of the AFF Flight Finder include: 

 Get an instant online comparison of cheap flights on any airline route in the world 

 Search by airline alliance (oneworld, Star Alliance or Skyteam) to ensure you get the 
best deal both in terms of price and points & status credits earned. 

 Search by class of travel – the tool compares not just cheap economy, but premium 
economy, business and first class tickets 

 Compare prices over a whole month, in order to find the absolute cheapest price 

 Easy to use 

 Easily include/exclude airlines in your search 

 Book directly on the airline’s/agent’s website 

 Set up price alerts 

 NO fees 
Using the Flight Finder is simple. Let’s look briefly at a demonstration of the features. In this 
demonstration we’ll search for fares between Melbourne and Paris. 
 

When you click the link at the top of 
the AFF home page, you will see this 
page. You can do a simple search 
straight away, or click the link at the 
bottom of the text for more advanced 
search options. For the purposes of 
this demonstration, we’ll click 
through for more options. 
 

 

On this page you can begin your 
search by selecting the departure city, 
destination, number of passengers, 
dates and class of travel. 

 

http://www.australianfrequentflyer.com.au/book-flights/
http://australianfrequentflyer.com.au/book-flights/
http://australianfrequentflyer.com.au/book-flights/
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The Flight Finder will then present you 
with all available options from a wide 
range of airlines and online travel 
agents. They will automatically be 
sorted by price, however you can click 
on “Sort” to change the order to 
“duration”. 
 
In this example, the cheapest option 
from Melbourne to Paris return is 
with Jet Airways for $1250. 

 

If we click on “Details”, we can see all 
required stopovers for the routing. In 
this example, each leg requires two, 
mostly very long stopovers. So, this 
routing may not be ideal. 

 

If we have a look at the next option, 
we can see that there is only one 
stopover in each direction. 
 
We could continue looking for better 
connections, but let’s just say that we 
are happy with this routing for $1,376 
with Qatar Airways and want to book 
it. 

  
Clicking the blue box containing the 
price will redirect you directly to the 
agent’s website where you can 
complete the booking. If you would 
like to see quotes on a range of 
websites, these can also be found 
underneath the routing in “Details” 
(as shown to the right). 
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Before you are redirected to the 
agent’s/airline’s website, the price 
will be double-checked to ensure it is 
still current and available to book. 

 

Clicking “continue” will then transfer 
us to the website of the agent or 
airline. The booking can then be 
completed directly with the agent. 

 

In this case we have been transferred 
to Bestjet.com. You can then 
complete the booking and enjoy the 
savings, knowing that you have found 
the best price! 

 
 
Now that we’ve covered the basics, let’s look at some of the Flight Finder’s more advanced 
features: 
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Search by airline alliance 
  
By clicking on “Airlines” and 
selecting/deselecting an airline alliance 
(oneworld, Star Alliance or Skyteam), or 
individual airlines, only flights operated by 
airlines in that particular alliance will be 
shown. It is possible to search for more than 
one alliance at once. 
 
Using this feature, it is also possible to 
include and exclude specific airlines, or even 
budget carriers in your search. 

 

Compare prices over the space of a month 
to find the cheapest day/s to fly. 

 

Search by class of travel 
 
Select economy, premium economy, 
business or first. This feature makes it 
possible to find cheap tickets in premium 
cabins. 

 
 
We have covered the major features. There are lots of other neat features that make it easy 
for you to find that great deal. Try the Flight Finder for yourself and discover how much you 
could save! 
 
To help you get started, here are some pointers for finding cheaper flights during your 
search: 
 

 Search for alternative arrival/departure airports. For example, if flying to Brisbane, 

check flights to the Gold Coast and Maroochydore as well. And if flying to Europe, 

check the prices of flights to multiple different cities (London, Paris, Frankfurt, 

Dublin, Amsterdam etc.) 

 

 Try breaking up the journey. If searching for domestic or Trans-Tasman flights, there 

is no penalty for booking one-way flights. So, to make your search easier, look for 

http://flights.australianfrequentflyer.com.au/en-GB/flights/
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one leg at a time. On long itineraries requiring a stopover (e.g. to Europe), try 

searching for Australia – Asia and Asia – Europe separately. You might be surprised 

to find that booking two separate tickets is cheaper. (We will look at this more 

closely later in the Guide.) 

 

 Search multiple dates. You might be able to save hundreds of dollars by departing 

one or two days earlier/later. The “find lowest prices” tool is useful for this. 


